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Abstract
In this article, we represent an algorithm for finding connected elements in an undirected graph with n vertices based on
adjacency matrix.
Keywords: Connected Components, Adjacency Matrix, and Undirected Graph.

1. Introduction
Assume that G= (V, E) is a graph include a V set of vertices, V= {1, 2… n}, and is an E set of edges. In all of
definitions of graph, it assumes that there is a unique theatrical of vertices and edges. In other words, no vertex (top)
and edge more than once will be shown.
A path in a graph G= (V, E) is a sequence of vertices V 1, V2 that (VI, VI+1) є E, 1≤i≤k-1[1]. The length of such routes is
defined as number of edges. A simple path is a path that all of its vertices are individual [1].
Connected components of an undirected graph G=(V,E) is defined as this way: Maximum separated sets c 1, c2… ck that
v=c1Uc2U…Uck, u, v є ci if only be available and V from U can be available, connected components of an undirected
graph, are equivalent classes that are under accessibility relation of the vertices[2].
There are some of navigation algorithms for finding connected components [3], [4], [5]. In problems that solution needs
finding top target with specified specification, these methods works non-creative.
In this article, the point is achieving set of elements in an undirected graph with n vertices based on adjacency matrix
that all of elements are in this set and are connected. An adjacency matrix is preponderated for preparing direct access
to information resources on the presence or absence of edges.

2. The proposed method
In proposed method, we use of adjacency matrix for finding connected component directly. The input of algorithm is
the adjacency matrix n×n with n top for an undirected graph and the output of algorithm is connected components.
Step 1: select i=1 top (choose a line of graph corresponds with select the vertex of the graph).
Step 2: specify the smallest amount of j that j=1, 2… n, aij≠0.
Step 3: assume that aik is selected in step 2; next selected top is k top. In adjacency matrix, put a ik and aki equal to zero.
Step 4: are all of elements of k zero now? If yes, connected components of an element are obtained. Otherwise, set i=k
and return to step 2.
Step 5: are all of elements of ith row equal to zero? If yes, the connected components of element are obtained. Otherwise,
return to step 2.
Step 6: are all elements of adjacency matrix equal to zero? If yes, connected components are obtained.
Proof: After algorithm ends, vj top is component of L element (VGL), if and only if it will be available from existing
vertices in L component.
Vi, Vi+1… Vi+j ; Vi  GL
Argument: as it’s clear in the algorithm, we know that if one get to the last element in ith row and if vij=0, so, there is a
path for i top (ViGL) to j top. Otherwise Vj element belongs to L component (VjGL).
By induction on path length we have:
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We assume that there is V0, V1… Vi, Vj  GL path, that all of corresponding elements in the adjacency matrix are equal
to zero. There is induction base for i=0 due to above assumption.
Assume that there is a path from V0 to Vi, that Vi top is formed by edge like (Vi-1, Vi) and Vi-1, i=0. Now, under the
above assumption, Vj top is found duo to its on end edge that previously had been found and V i,j=0 . So, there is a path
from V0 to Vj and Vj GL. Therefore, it’s proved that Vj will belong to GL element.
Example 1: now, an example of proposed algorithm has been described. Consider the following graph with 5 vertices:

A is a graph adjacency matrix.

Step 1: we choose top number 1 as start point. This top is corresponding with first row of adjacency matrix. The first
non-zero component in this row represent next connected top. Because A (1, 2) =1, then next top is 2. A (1, 2) and A (2,
1) are equal to zero. Updated adjacency matrix is as follow:

If all elements of second line are converted to zero, then return to the first row. Otherwise algorithm continues from the
second row.
Step 2: in the second row, first non-zero element is A (2, 5). Then, next top is top 5. A (2, 5) and A(5, 2) elements are
equal to zero. Updated adjacency matrix is as follow:

If all elements of 5th row are converted to zero, then we return to the second row, otherwise, algorithm continues from
this row.
All elements of 5th row are converted to zero. So the connected components of this graph are {1, 2, and 5}.
If matrix A doesn’t have any non-zero element, then the algorithm has ended. Otherwise i have to be updated and
algorithm continues from here.
Step 3: in this phase, i=2, then we examine the second row. In this row, there isn’t any non-zero element. So, i must be
updated again and the algorithm continues.
Step 4: in the 3rd row, first non-zero element is A (3, 4), and then next top that should be monitored is forth top. A (3,4)
and A(4,3) elements are equal to zero. Updated adjacency matrix is as follow:
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Step 5: all of forth row’s elements are equal to zero, and then it continues from third row.
Step 6: all of third row elements are equal to zero, then other elements of connected components are obtained which are
{3, 4}.
Step 7: all elements of adjacency matrix are equal to zero, then all the elements of the connected components are
obtained and the algorithm ends.■
The algorithm is written in the pseudo code as follows:
Algorithm CONNECT
Input: the adjacency matrix n×n with n tops for an undirected graph
Output: connected components of the graph
function CONNECTEDCOMPONENETS(Matrix A[n,n]) returns flag[n]
h=1;
while(there is non zero element in A)
for j=1:n do
Find the smallest j such that A(i, j) 0
if j exists then
A(i, j)=0;
A(j, i)=0;
flag(h)=i ;
i=j;
j=1;
h=h+1;
end
if (j=n) then
if (flagnull) then
i=flag(h-1);
flag(h-1)=0;
h=h-1;
else
i=i+1;
end
end
end
end

3. Conclusion
In this article we provided a novel algorithm for finding connected components of an undirected graph using adjacency
matrix which is more efficient than other algorithms that uses whole graph in their algorithms.
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